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GIANNINI lF-~uw-o.·.- . N Of' THE EVER-PRESENT BUT OFTEN-DODGED ETHICAL 
AGRICUL.TUR!-\L .NOMlCS ·· · · ELEMENT IN AGRICULTURAL POLICY 

. . t..113 . :_ .·. 
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j~ 211989 Pr~~~~~~/~n~r~!~~~~ion 
·· Economist Erner i tu s . . · ·. ,_~· i 

• ~ i vers i ty of Missouri -Co 1 umbi a :--/J,pl· #~;"" :.;;::/~'":!-l · 
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·It may not be unmannerly to suggest how improbable it is that a symposium 
on ethics would be held the !Jliddle of February in the frigid mountains of the 
country's least populous sta~e. Climate may not have much bearing on ethical 
behavior -- although, it is said,· cold· air reduces aggression· and summer 
humidity malkes people testy. But the degree of crowding has social meaning. 
The accepted doctrine is that the more elbow room humans enjoy~ the fewer the 
restrictitins they must abide by. · 

. . . ' . 

The syndii:ated columnist Mike Royko commented on the crowding theme 
recently. He scanned the latest population table to learn, he wrote, which 
state "was fortunate .enough to have the fewest people. 11 11 It is a law of 
na~ur~/, 11 • he explained, "the fewer the people, the _fewer the problems. 11 To 
clrncll his argument he asked, "When was the last time a.war broke.out on a. 
dese~ted island?" · · · 

Royko discovered that Wyoming has. only five persons per square mile. In 
his Chic~go there are 13,200, and in Manhattan, 67,000. · 

I 

As is true of many tif the epigrams we rec1te, _that of a- correlation 
between popul~tfon deqsity and social behavior, though valid, could be 

·ove_rstated. _In thinly populated areas, for example; social interaction.and 
support are highly valued. · 

But this is a lecture on ethics and agricultural policy,· not the 
sociology of Wyoming~ 

To address the meaning of the word, 11ethics,'1 following presentations by 
two philosophers and one ecologist, is presumptuous. Doing so risks being. 
either redundant or wrong. But · ethics is the kind of term· where 
conceptualization is crucial. In physical sciences, a 11law 11 such as gravity 
or even the first one of thermodynamics is self-revealing and. need only be 
applied. The' physical science world emphasizes observation~ In metaphysics 
the opposite is the case. _ Observations· abound, but we struggle. to find 
abstract principles by whic;h to codify them. · 

1 But codify we must. That's what social scienti~ts have been about for 
c~nturies •. Our intellectual progenitors were the ancient Greeks~ They 
worried about the meaning of things~ Plato inquired about the essential 
nature of justice. 

·Paper giyen at Symposium-Workshop on Agricultural Ethics, University of 
Wyoming, La.ramie, Wyoming, February 18, 1988. · 

I 
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Plato was deeply concerned for ethics. He regarded economics as 
secondary to ethics and politics. When I suggest the same to my economist 
colleagues, I get my head torn off; But Plato \'/aS on sound ground. 

, To 1 eap from o 1 d Greece to the modern University of Wyorni ng and this 
symposium, we can note a contemporary revival of interest in ethical issues, 
and notably so relative to agriculture and our food supply. The University of 
Florida has a Humanities and Agriculture Program that pub 1 i shes a quarterly 
journal, Agriculture ~nd Human Values. As another example, when General Foods 
Corporation recently presented its World food Prize to Or. M. S. Swaminathan, 
it did so as part of a colloquium entitled, 11 Science, Ethics, and Food. 11 

The United State.s is a troubled nati.on. We play games of denial but we 
know better. Our self a\'-{areness may help. account for a renewed interest in 
ethics.· If wisdom can co~e out of the mouths of babes and even those in comic 
strips, a recent sequence in "For Better or for Worse" is relevant. A 
snowstorm trapped pupils in their school, huddled without light or heat. 
Before power was restored and the storm had abated it seemed as though, one 
child said, for a while everyone cared about everyone else. 

Maybe it's time for American citizens to do a little reciprocal caring. 

Aldo Leopold, whose The Sand County Almanac is a classic, saw ethics in 
terms not inconsistent with the schoolchild's. He said ethics involves the 
limitation of freedom of individual action in the interest of the collective 
weal. This commonplace way of putting it is not really wrong but is 
incomplete. It fails to note that one of the goals of social action is to 
preserve the opportunity for individual action. 

That is to say, when we dip into the meaning of ethics we come up against 
the great social paradox. Irt's that by exercising selective restraint on his 
aggrandizements a person co~ntributes to a social milieu that enhances his 
opportunit~ for self expression. A simple way of putting it is that we limit 
our barbaric freedoms in order. to enjoy civilized ones. 

Perhaps the least disputed feature of ethics is that it involves not 
random personal charity but the developing of social rules. Those rules take 
forms ranging from custom to legal mandates. When I was an undergraduate 
student, I· 1earned that the generic term for the kit-and-kaboodle of social 
instruments relating to indi.vidual conduct was usanctions." The term is not 
used ~o much these days. · · · 

Rules as Relating Ultimately to People, .Not Things 

How does the formulating of social rules bear on the making of 
agricultural policy? 

i 

It's tempting to Qlide quickly into familiar issues such as the ethical 
considerations 1 in soil conservation, or technology and especially 
biotechnology, or the effect of acreage and price support programs on 
distribution of farm income. These are probably the most prominent topics for 
consideration. I will comment later. But I believe it to be a gross error to 
begin with those headline issues, or to define the ethics of agricultural 
policy primarily in those terms. · · 
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.. During the las·t 20 years the overwhelming event in agriculture having· 
. social connotations relates to none of those three workhorse issues. It 
is~ rather, the massive .revaluation of property val.ues that has taken place, 
first upward and then downward.· During the 1970s society upvalued the .real . 1 

·estate resource .of agriculture by' 450 bi 11 ion constant 1982 dollars. · Because 
debt just about kept pace, farmers' equities increased by the same $450 
billion; they almost doubled .. ·· Then came the calamitous 1980s. · In the first 
six years of the decade, the value of farm rea1 estate lost, in 1982 dollars, 
all it had gained during tne full decade of the 1970s, ·and more; and. farmers' 
eqtiities were cut in half. · ·· 

. .· . . . ' 

1 In all this farmers themselves contributed very little. Theirprudence 
·and husbandry had little to do with their amassing paper wealth in the 1970s, 
nor did mistakes made in the field or cowbarn account for. the bloodletting Of 

·the 1980s~ · It all was primarily social revaluation. · 

I don't believe it's sacreligious to quip that society giveth andsociety 
taketh away. 

A second reason I do not jump·. in with comments ·on conservation and 
technology i.s that ethics 1does not deal with them, as such. Ethics relates to 
personal behavior; it is exclusively interpersonal.· -Treatises have been 
written on "The Ethics of the Land. 11 Land has no ethics. Only the people who 
use, protect, or abuse land have ethics. · · · 

The Dimension and the Scope 

I find it helpful to classify interpersonal relations in .two ways. The 
first dis ti ngui shes between contemporary and intergenerational relationships. 
Almost every professor who teaches a course in. farm policy begins with a ·· 
lecture on values. All farm policy, he insists, is first of all an exercise 
in values .. Are we concerned, he asks, only for _the present generation; or do. 
we accept the ancient Biblical injunction to preserve ·and even develop 
resources for the benefit of future generations? I repeat, this is a va1ue 
and as such it lies outside the range of economics. But it is basic. 

That value question, however, is readily formulated and dealt with. Much· 
more pro.found is· the latera 1 .1scope of the.ethics of agr.· i culture. If we.· accept. 
an admonition for personal t)ehavior in the interest of others, who are the 
"others?"· This may be the .. most perplexing and pernicious of all the 
consideratibns that. surround the idea of ethics in economic policy. It's·. 
partly a matter that empathy is proportional to distance; we can be thoughtful 
of persons close at hand, but indifferent or even hostile to those remote from 
us. It's also true~ though; that the so-called ethics of joint acti.on or. 
alliance with one's close associates can be exploitive of all others. This. is· 
interest-groOp 11 ethics," or alleged ethics. · ·.. · 

~ere the ground is slippery. Farmer cooperatives serve as <rn example. 
As a dn.etime farmyouth I am respectful bf the valiant leadership many farmers 
have given to their lo_cal cooperatives. My father, for example, worked hard 

.·to get his neighbors to help establish a cooperative creamery. Many of the 
farmer marketing cooper~tives in the Midwest today accept the traditional goal 
of efficiency without explOitive power •. On the West Coastt by contrast, we 
find cooperatives with restricted membership takin_g advantage of the marketing 

I 

. ·.•· 
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order instrument to exercise I some degree of ·monopoly power. Is that kind of 
cooperation· ethical? The footnote to this obs.ervati on is that in the 
administrat~on of marketing orders and marketing cooperatives as well, the 
U.S. Secretary of Agriculture is charged with making sure the farmers' group 
action does not violate the public interest. His .. is an ethical function. 
It's also an awesome responsibility. Few if any Secretaries, it may be added, 
face up to it. 

Macroecono~ic Ethics of Agriculture 
I 
I~ its idealized version, and in a democratie setting, ethics is first of. 

all individualistic. •How does the individual human being fare as judged by 
ethical norms? How can he be helped? 

i distinguishing maPk of today;s Western economies is that social action 
bearing 'on individual 'welfare· is aggregate, _not individualistic. The 
individual fares. well or badly depending on the fortunes of the entity of 
which he is a part. Inl a real sense, in our era. the ethics of agriculture is 
macroeconomic ethics. · 

The body of ac~eage control .. and price s~pport programs now in place began 
with the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933. Although Congress hastened to 
enact the law because it was frightened by the Farmers Holiday Movement that 
was blazing~ trail in the Plains and Midwest, the rationale was the decidedly 
·inferior income position of the nation's farmers. In those awful years the 
average per capita income of the farm population was s.carce ly 40 percent that ' 
of non farmers. Taking steps ·to improve farmers' income was ethica 1, · I 
believe, but it was macroeconomic ethics. 

' . 

A cry was heard at once, expressed in ethical language, that it was wrong 
. to restrict farm production when people were 'hungry. My response, then and 
·now, is that any violation of ethical standards ·1ay not in farmers' reducing 
production, but in social failure to ~ake it possible for poor p~ople to have 
access to food. A political compact was eventually entered into whereby not 
only would low income families be enabled to obtain an adequate diet, either 
by food distribution.programs or the Food Stamp Plan,· but farm politicians'· 
support of those food programs .· became, and has long been,· a Condi ti on for 
obtaining urban Congressmen's votes for farm programs. By my criteria, that 
tacit understanding is ~thical. · ·· . · . · · · · · 

Within agriculture, t.he most persistently burning ethicai is~ue ·has 
related to what is called the structure of agriculture. The first brouhaha 
arose· over the. rights df tenants, including sharecroppers, to· share in. 
benefits of acreage and price support programs. In the 1930s a few liberals 
in the U~S. Department of. Agriculture tried to defend the tenants~ . Their 
reward· may. not have been ethical; they got the.ir walking papers. The. programs 
have s i !lee given a degree of protection to · tenants. But let no one be. 
deceived. The programs·. from 1933 to this day are oriented more i.n favor of 
landowners than of operators. Where operators own the.fr land, the issue is 
obviously moot.. But .increasingly, land is owned by nonresident landlords. 
And a program such as the Conservation Reserve, applauded so widely, is not 
only pro- landowner but pro-:non-res i dent-1 andowner. It cuts tenants' rental 
acreage out from under them, and it speeds dispossession by operators~ 
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Another dimension to the structura'l issue introduces t~e knotty matter of.· 
size of farm.. In earlier years, the smaller farms . were given a small 
advantage. They received minimum allotments ·. in the cotton and tobacco 

. programs and even, at one· time,. in wheat (it was 1.5 acres) •. More recently the 
only explicit attempt to tilt programbenefits toward moderate sized farmers · 

·. 1. has been the cap on size of individual deficiency payments. In my judgment·. 
this is· a case of honorable intent but contradictory consequence.·· Large 
farmers have invented every kind of dodge . to avoid being subject to the 
ceiling. The imbroglio stems from a misunderstanding of the payment device • 

. To ncmfarmers, deficiency. payments are an income suppl emeht that p.roperly 
·should go to smallerfarmers·with sub-par incomes, or those.burdened by heavy· 

debt. To farmers, the payments are a reimbursement for retiring land •. The 
fact of the matter is. that payments serve both purposes and a. third as well -
to subsidize utilization and especially exports •. · I h.ave written and testified 
on this matter, a.nd suggested an alternative program, to almost no inter~sted 

readers/hearers. 1 · 

Persuasion versus Comp~lsioh 
. . 

Prior to enactment of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, heroic efforts .had. 
been made repeatedly to enlist producers of a cash crop, such as tobacco, ·in a 
mutual p(lct to restrict pro~ucti on, as a means to get higher prices. Every 
.attempt faile,d. . . . ·. .· .. · · .·· . 

. I .. ..· . . . . . . . . . . . ' ·. ·.· 
·. In 1933 my professor, Howard Tolley, one of the authors of the AAAct~ 

·acted on the premise that farmers will not be faithful to a joint effort 
'Without some i ndiv.i dual inducement. · The inducement offered in the new law was 
a cash. 11 benefi t payment. 11 . The non-recourse 1 oan was soon added as a further 
attraction. The federal government, said Professor Tolley, would reward. 
.participants but not compel· them; it woulcl not exercise the police p'ower to 
force )action. . · · · ·· · ·· 

v'ery quickly two commodity .groups,.· the tobacco >and cotton producers, 
observed the ethics. of equity to be violated. Producers who were wi 11 i ng to . 
jo.in in collective action to get higher prices found· their efforts to be 
thwarted by others who abstained and became free.riders. They said,. ·111f 
farmers :are going to restrict production in order to strengthen prices, all· 
farmers wi 11 have to take part. No .more free ride. II The cotton and tobacco . 
people found syrripatheti

1
c Senators and.compulsory allotments soon came into 

being. Two..;ttli rds of a 11 producers had to vote in favor before ~he . 
recalcitrants were forced to help earn the benefits that they. pr~vi-ously had 
shared cost-free. · · · · · · · 

The mandatory allotment program continued for a quarter century .. ·During 
the 1960s it was abandoned in favor of a return to voluntary programs in which 
the indu.cement for participation was once again . individually dispensed 
Treasury checks •. Without going further into program history, I add only a 
note that the Food Security Act of 1985 goes farther than any predecessor in 

.. calling for individually-targeted·· rather than. jointly:..shared rewards for 
··participation .. That is, bigger payments .instead of higher market prices .... 

1Harold F •. Breimyer, "Targeting as a .Principle in Farm Policy, 11 testimony 
presented at hearing, U.S; Senate Committee on A.griculture~ Nutrition, and 
Fores try, Washington, DC, March 18, 1987 ~ 

I . 

. 1 

I·. 
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The other side of thq big~deficieni::y-payment coin is that taxpayers. foot 
.1 the bill. Personal and corporate income taxes, which are surely obligatory 

and not voluntary, are drawn on to induce farmers to take voluntary action 
that is in their collective interest. Taxpayers get a heavier dose of 
sanctions than farme~s do. 

To be sure, taxpayers make their own demands; They insist on a food· 
reserve, moderately low support prices, and farm support of food distribution 
programs. Even so, we end up with the anomaly that taxpayers are forced to 
shell out money .so that farmers can voluntarily choose to act in their own. 
interest. · · 

: . .. ·' . 

Beca1Jse I see the system as anomalous I am not as opposed to the idea of 
mandatory allotments as are many economists and not a few farm leaders. 
Senator Harkin and Congressman Gephardt have been plugging for a new law that 
would once again.authorize mandatory allotments for crops that are in surplus. 
For the. reason just gi.ven I do not. join in strong denunciation; but I also do 
not support it -- not beca~se of the principle but the particulars. · The 
proposed law would set support prices higher than I believe to be justified.·· 
Even more negative is the sharp cutback in pl anted acreage that wciul d be 
required. It would bring a rapid consolidation of farms .and wipe out between 
100,000 arid 200,000 mode.rate sized farmers. And the benefits would go solely 
to present owners. The entry cost to the next generation of farmers would be 
increased. 

Just now, Harkin-Gephardt is only a symbol.. So long as $15 billi~n or 
more ~an be spent. for deficiency' payments, farmers would be silly to opt 
instea:d .for tight mandatory controls. Only when the deficiency payment stream 
is cut off will mandatory programs move onto the policy agenda. 

The Ethics Of Structure of Agritulture 

. My 1rel uctance to use programs to extrude farmers opens up yet another 
facet of ethics, that of the organizatibnal structure of agriculture. I have 
already touchetl on it several times. The ·structure question would justify a 
paper and a symposium of. its own. 

Many. issues that surround organizational. structure are ethical. They 
begin with the promise ·of opportunity. Is. it ethi.cal to employ social 
measures to enhan.ce the security of persons already established in 
agriculture, and in. so doing close (partially) the door of opportunity to 
newcomers? To whatever degree we take such a course we . build.· up a .1 anded 
gentry and confine new entrants to their sons arid daughte.rs.. · 

: . . ·. ·.·.. . . 

Except for credit policy, the most influential pubHc policy affecting 
structure is the tax code, both income and estate. The Tax . Reform Act of 
1986,. for. example, ended concessionary rates for cap1tal gains •. Already. a 
move is being made· to repeal that part of the law.·. The issue is clearly. 
ethical. · Should unearned income be subject to less tax than earned income? 

·· lf 
1
capital gains were once again. to be taxed at a sub-par rate, the extant 

·holders of farmland would get the benefits. 
I .. 
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How Wide the Scope? Internatio~al? 

Early in this paper I mJde the commonplace comment that most human beings 
can accept some ethical fealty toward persons close at hand, but less to those 
more distant. Does our sense of ethics end at the political boundary?· That 
is; does it vanish as we look toward other nations? Can it be international? 

. . 

It is sometimes said that ethics is universal owing to our sense of 
common humanity. A more pragmatic version is that breact cast upon the waters, 
even international waters, comes back t6 us eventually, .and that missiles shot 
into t/he heavens do the same. · 

·Be either as it may, the fact is that the farm· 1aw. of 1985 goes farther 
than any previous such lawto employ farm programs in an international trade. 
war. We are subsidizing the export of our major export commodities, directly 
and indirectly, ~ore ~ggressively than we have ever done before, or than·any 
competi ti Ve exporter other than the European Community can afford to do now. 
Our marketing loan for rice is wrecking the economies of the rice exporters of 
Asia. Our lot1-priced I grain. exports· are damaging to Argentina, a nation 
laboring under· a heavy international debt obligation, whose democracy is 
fragile. Is it ethical to be unconcerned as to how our farm policies bear on 
other countries that are our allies? · 

Soil Conservat1on 

Finally, and briefly, soil conservation. In one sense the ethical 
element in protecting ·our soil resource is so se.lf-revealing that little 
comment is necessary. It is essentially an inter-generational cons~deration. 

But two thorny issues arise in the here-and-now. One is that 
preservation of our soil re~ource becomes a heritage for all the next 
generation, and not just the children of today's fa·rm owners. Therein arises 
a ca 11 for social .· funding of those conserving practices that a re . not 
economical for the farmer himself. This thesis iS not disputed and underlies. 
our 1 coriservati-0n programs. · · · · 

A second issue is similar to the mandatory-versus-voluntary choice in 
ciesign of acreage control.· Ought a minimum regard for· soil conservation -- a 
minimum effort to protect the soil -- be a part of our rural culture? Should 
a farmer be expected to carry it out, just because he .,is a farmer? To put the 
question in opposite terms, should society pay farmers to take the most basic 
conservation measures? Or, stated differently, why should a farmer who 
blatantly mishandles his land be paid .. to change his ways, when a million or 

· more farmers · have accept~d a soci a 1 ob 1 i gati on to preserve the heritage of 
productive soil? ·. · .. · · ·. .. . · ·. . · ·· • · · · 

To tak.e that issue a step further,· why ought not the. worst mishandling .of 
cropland be prohibited? .. A case in point is the ev.entua 1 conclusion of the 
10-year contracts· in the Conservation Reserve Program. T.he only protection· 
now in sight against a landowner's eventually planting row crops that wash the 
soil down the nearest river is the rule of Conservation· Compliance. But the 
Conservation Compliance penalty of making the farmer ineligible for farm 
programs is binding on no one. In Missouri even some political conservatives 
are thinking in terms of zoning the most erodible land out of cropping use. 
In my judgment, e:thics are not violated in using .the social sanction of 
compulsion, zoning in this .case, to preserve our land resource for future 
generations. On the contrary, failure to do that is unethical. 
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No End to the Issues 

This paper ends at this point but the issues do not. There is virtually 
no visible terminus to th~ many questions and problems in agricultural pcilicy 
that have an ethical component. Indeed, it is hard to think of a single one 
that does not have an ethical slant to it. Agriculture may be especially 
redolent of the subtle considerations that match individual self-interest 
against socially responsible behavior. Its role in society is vital; its 
resources are notably sensitive to the dividing line between preserving and 
destroying them; and although it's attractive sloganeering to call agriculture 
essentially free enterprise, the fact is that our food producing sys tern and 
the welfare of rural America are enveloped in the mixed'.'"economy philosophy 
that is the mark of all modern industrial nations. We may talk in other terms. 
but we do take social action where we think the social cause justifies it. · We 
take suCh action in agriculture. And ethical considerations enter into our 
decisions to take it. 


